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LESSON 2: Growing Your Story Idea 
 

Going into NaNoWriMo, you need to have a story idea. A place to start. This can either be a 

situation, an event, a character, etc., but there's something that has popped into your mind that 

you want to write about. To make that idea last all the way through the month-long challenge, 

you need to expand it so you have something to write about. 

 

Think of that little idea as a ball of bread dough. To make something from it, you need to 

massage it, squeeze it, shape it and just like bread rises, your story idea will grow into something 

larger than a single idea, and from that you'll be inspired to write different scenes.  

 

So, how do you get your story idea to expand? You brainstorm. You think about the idea and 

then consider ALL the possibilities related to it. Don't limit yourself. Don't tell yourself it has to 

be this way or it has to be that way.  

 

This is the time to play and have fun with your idea!  

 

Give the idea room to grow and it may take you in a direction you hadn't even considered before. 

So don't box yourself in before you even begin. Keep your mind open to all options. 

 

And always remember, none of what you jot down during this "prep" phase or include in your 

rough draft during NaNoWriMo is written in stone. That's the first thing to know about the 

month-long writing challenge. Whatever you have planned going in, you can always change it 

later. But to get started, you need to begin to focus your story idea in order to start building the 

foundation that will get you through those 30 days. 

Brainstorming 101 
 

There are many ways to brainstorm and you may need to experiment to find the one that works 

best for you, but here are some methods to try: 

 

1.) Rule of Six - whenever you have to make a choice about something related to your idea, 

make a list of 6 options. Then look at the bottom 3. Chances are these are less obvious 

and less common that the first three, because the first three are what popped into your 

head quickly. It's the uncommon ones that may give your story idea that little something 

that sets it apart from others.  

 

For example, if you're trying to come up with a profession for your hero, list six and see 

what the bottom one is. How different is it from what you put first? Don't dismiss an idea 

because it seems too "out there." Instead, mull it over. Consider how the story might turn 

out if you went in that direction.  

 

2.) Visual Stimulus - some writers like to create collages, or just browse photos to spark an 

idea. Sometimes pre-made book cover sites are just what you need to help you expand on 

your story idea. Pick an image related to your story idea (a setting, someone that reminds 
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you of your heroine etc.). Now look at that image and consider how this particular image 

makes you feel. Try to imagine how it might make a character in your story feel. Try to 

imagine a scene taking place that relates to that picture. Write down anything that pops 

into your head to help expand your story idea. 

 

3.) Ask "What if...?" a lot. What if this happened? What if he did this? What if she said 

that? What if they meet by...?  

 

"What if...?" is a very powerful tool that can lead you in all sorts of great directions. 

Again, don't dismiss anything out of hand. Instead, explore all the ideas. Consider the 

possibilities. 

 

4.) Dream about your story idea - May sound a little strange, but I have personally done 

this and it can work. As you're falling asleep at night, think about your idea, who might 

be in the story, and imagine how different elements might play out. Think about the tone 

of the story. Is it humorous? Is it spooky? Is it steamy? Think about what you want your 

story to say. Is it a "love conquers all" type story? Is it about redemption? Is it about 

forgiveness? Consider all possibilities and keep a notebook by the bed to record your 

thoughts, especially when you first wake up. 

 

5.) Listen to music - thinking about your story idea while listening to music is a great way 

to find inspiration. Music has a way of evoking emotion and sometimes that emotion ties 

in with your story idea or the lyrics speak to you in some way. Use the feelings the music 

causes to daydream about what could happen in your story. Start building a play list of 

songs that make you think about your story idea or the characters so you can replay those 

songs while brainstorming, and later while working your way through NaNoWriMo, to 

keep you motivated and inspired. 

Homework 
 

Using any of the brainstorming technique listed above, or one you've discovered yourself, write 

down answers to the following prompts. Don't just think it to yourself, write it down either in a 

notebook or on the computer. There's something about putting your thoughts on the page that 

makes them real, makes your project real.  

 

Remember, you can do this. Start telling yourself that now, and start making your commitment 

to complete NaNoWriMo by recording your brainstorming. 

 

1.) Decide on your genre. This just means, what type of a story are you writing? Is it a 

romance? Is it a mystery? You don't need to get too specific yet, think big picture. 

Because knowing your genre will help you brainstorm some aspects of your story idea.  

 

For example, if you know you want to write a romance, then you know you'll need two 

main characters to form the couple. You'll also know that to be a romance story, there has 

to be a happy ending. If you're writing a mystery, you know there needs to be a crime or a 

secret or something to solve (whodunit? whydunit?), and there needs to be a set of clues 
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and red herrings. With Sci-fi/Fantasy or historical, you'll want to start thinking about the 

world building you'll need to do. 

 

2.) Pick a time period and a setting. Again it's okay to be general right now. You're playing 

with ideas. Nothing is permanent.  Is this a modern story or in the past? Is it a time 

travel? Is it futuristic? Where do the events take place? In the US? In a foreign country? 

In a fantasy world?  

 

3.) Pick a main character - You don't need to know too much about this person yet (that's 

coming in the next lesson), but you want to have an idea about who the story is going to 

be about. Try to describe the person in one sentence without relying on a name. 

Names can come later. Think about what this person does for a living, or what's special 

about him/her. 

 

For example, A whip-wielding archaeologist…  (No name needed to know this guy!) 

 

Here are a few more starts to one-line character descriptions for popular main characters: 

 

A spirited farm boy on a distant planet…  (Star Wars) 

A narcissistic Southern beauty, obsessed with idyllic love… (Gone With the Wind) 

A neglected eleven-year-old orphan in England… (Harry Potter and the…) 

A lonely Chicago transit fare collector… (While You Were Sleeping) 

 

 

Post to the loop the genre, time period/setting and the one-line description of your main 

character you plan to focus on in you NaNo project.  

(Any other notes/brainstorming are for your use only and don't need to be shared on the loop.)  

 

 


